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Abstract 
Numerous methods have been proposed to interpolate and extrapolate of missing temporal data 
series such as rainfall, temperature, humidity, runoff storms…etc.  Whereas there are many of other method 
for estimating spatial missing data such as groundwater levels and topography. On the other hand,many 
methods were developed to evaluate their efficiencies,but the uncertainty of results is rarely calculated. In 
this study, three interpolation methods have been compared to estimate missing spatial topographical data 
in the ancient Babylon City.  The model domain was discretized into a number of horizontal (19) cells and 
vertical (23) cells. Five observed elevation remarks were used to estimate the unknown elevations of 257 
remarks. The new method namely Nearest Tri-Point Interpolation (NTPI) was compared with the Inverse 
Distance Weighting (IDW) and surfer techniques. The efficiency of these techniques was calculated by the 
Average Error (AE) and Standard of Deviation (SD). The (NTPI) technique offers results of less AE and 
SD as well as more accuracy in ground surface elevations distribution   
Keywords: Nearest Tri-Points Interpolation (NTPI), Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW), Average Error 
(AE), Standard of Deviation (SD).  
Introduction 
Interpolation may be defined as a mathematical technique to determine missing spatial in a certain 
location (boundary space) or temporal data (historical time series). The spatial interpolated data should be 
intended to be the best fit to the reality. Inverse Distance Interpolation (IDW) is based on the estimation 
that the characteristics value of unknown point is the weighted average of measured point value within the 
area, and the weights inversely connected to the distances between the prediction point and measured point 
[1] .The surfer techniques are a software developed golden company (USA), which includes twelve 
interpolation methods for different needs, one of them is Nearest Neighbor Method, this method assigns the 
nearest point value to each grid node [2].  The selected method should be referenced corresponding to 
accuracy assessment [3]. The comparison of the error of estimation obtained at 5 sites, the results show that 
the optimal interpolation and kriging methods are fitter than other. The IDW and Thiessen polygon shown 
approximately satisfactory results, while PI did not show good predictions [4].  
Interpolation algorithm criteria selection is highly based upon actual and accurate data and the 
required accuracy. Unfortunately, in engineering practice a gap in historical data usually encountered and 
needs to be filled with very approximated to the reality [5]. The power of one of IDW was the fit choice, 
which may due to the low drift of the interpolation of soil properties [6]. The IDW technique was effective 
to predict 50 % and 65 % of the exact positions of the 20 higher and lower measurements respectively [7]. 
On the other hand, [1] concluded that inverse distance weighting technique is more important than ordinary 
kriging and constant parameter technique in many cases. [8] Indicated there are numerous interpolation 
methods to fill a time series gaps, uncertainty quantification and efficiency criteria namely; interpolation, 
regression, autoregressive and machine learning and many others to estimate their efficiencies. [9] outlined 
that good interpolation technique should have adequate known data, estimation missing data, efficient and 
fast, capable of applicable for all type of data and also be accurate and robust. The NTPI represents a 
simplified technique basically based on the IDW method, but differs in a methodology of estimation. 
Spatial missing data in IDW are usually determined depending on all known remarks. But in NTPI the 
estimated data of missing remark are determined by the nearest tri points. 
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1. Location of Study Area 
The area of Ancient Babylon City is selected to be a sample of the study. The area lies in the 
Mesopotamia alluvial plain [10]. It is characterized with a rugged and folded nature. It is located between 
Longitudes (44˚ 24′ 45˝-44˚26′ 15˝) and latitudes (32˚ 31′ 30˝-32˚ 32′ 51˝). It is bounded by Al Hillah River 
from the West, whereas an artificial ditch is located to the east. Fig.(4) represents a location map of the 
study area. The area undertaken in this mathematical simulation is about 17,562,500m2 in size. The 
maximum and minimum ground levels are about 56m and 32m above mean sea levels respectively.  
 
 
Fig. (1) Location Map 
2. Material and Methods 
2.1 Mathematical Background  
The general formulas of Inverse Distance Weighting method as outlined by [11]is:  
𝒛𝒊𝒋 = ∑   𝝀𝒊𝒛𝟎𝒊𝒋
𝑵
𝒊=𝟏                                                                                         ….……(1) 
𝝀𝒊𝒋 =
𝒅𝟎𝒊
−𝒑
∑ 𝒅𝟎𝒊
−𝒑𝑵
𝒊=𝟏 
                                                                                                 ………(2) 
𝒅𝟎𝒊 = √(𝒙𝟎 − 𝒙𝒊)𝟐 + (𝒚𝟎 − 𝒚𝒊)𝟐                                                                 ………(3) 
Where: 
𝒛𝒊𝒋 : predicted elevation for node (i,j ). 
𝒛𝟎𝒊𝒋:observed value for node (i, j). 
N: Number of measured nodes within the modeled domain. 
𝝀𝒊𝒋 : Assigned weight for each measured node. 
𝒅𝟎𝒊 : distance from the unknown elevation cell to the known elevation cell. 
(x,y)0,(x,y)i: coordinates of interpolation point and dispersion point. 
32˚ 32′ 51˝ 
32˚ 31′ 30˝ 
44˚ 26′ 15˝ 
44˚ 24′ 45˝ 
2500 m 
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The power parameter p extremely affects the weighting of the predicted elevation on the bases of the 
location’s value, that is, as the distance between the measured location and the predictive one increases, the 
weight will exponentially decrease, [12].  
The validity of the fitted models was checked on the basis of effective tests. In this method, called 
jack-knifing procedure, interpolation is performed at all the data locations, ignoring, in turn, each one of 
them one by one. The differences between estimated and observed values are summarized using cross-
validation statistics [13]. 
2.2 Statistical Evaluation 
The differences between estimated and observed values are summarized by using the cross-
validation statistics: Average prediction Error (AE), Standard of Deviation (SD). The summary statistics 
should meet the following criteria [14], [15], [16]: - 
𝑨𝑬 =
𝟏
𝑵
∑ (𝒁𝒊𝒋 − Ẑ𝒊𝒋)
𝑵
𝒊=𝟏𝒋=𝟏                                                                   ………… (4) 
𝑺𝑫 = ∑ √
𝟏
𝑵
𝑵
𝒊=𝟏𝒋=𝟏 ∑ (𝒁𝒊𝒋 − Ẑ𝒊𝒋)
𝟐𝑵
𝒊=𝟏𝒋=𝟏                                                 …………. (5) 
 
Where Ẑ𝑖𝑗 is a measured elevations (observed).  
Note: measured elevations were obtained by field checking after NTPI map drawing.  
Definition: 𝒛𝟎𝒊𝒋 𝒂𝒏𝒅 Ẑ𝒊𝒋 are both measured elevations but there is a difference in between. The first 
elevations were used for predetermined the missing data elsewhere. Whereas the second elevations were 
used for statistical evaluation of the considered methodologies. 
 2.3 Discretization of the Area  
The considered area, in case of good levels evaluation should initially be surrounded by a 
hypothetical boundary. To achieve this, the domain was discretized into a number of horizontal and vertical 
cells. Briefly, the number of cells in x direction was selected to be 19 and in y direction is 23 as shown in 
Fig. (2).  
 
Fig. (2) Mesh Design, Known Cell Elevations and Distances of Unknown Cell Elevation  
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2.4 Base map Implementation 
In order to draw the surrounding boundary, the x and y ordinates should be assigned to all cells that 
traced the boundary. The coordinated values may be stored in a specified file under extension of (.bln).  
2.5 Method of calculation by (IDW) 
The methodology of elevation levels estimation corresponding to the IDW methods of (Equations.1, 
2 and 3) requires to estimate the distances (𝑑1 𝑑2 𝑑3 𝑑4 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑑5) for each node of unknown level within the 
model domain. The previous distances and the observed elevations on the basis of five nodes of known 
elevations namely; (𝐴1 𝐴2 𝐴3 𝐴4 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴5) as shown in Fig. (2) are presented in Table (1).  
Table (1) Known Elevations (Observed) 
Cell X Y Ẑ  
A1 7 9 48 
A2 9 14 38 
A3 5 19 56 
A4 11 18 33 
A5 15 13 34 
 
2.6 Nearest Tri-Points Interpolation (NTPI) Concept 
The NTPI is slightly differed from IDW that the last method uses all known cell elevations to 
estimate the missing data inside the required rang. Theoretically this concept is true but not exactly real 
since the missing data is only relevant to surrounding unknown cells data for all types of spatial models 
such as pressure, temperature, topography, GW levels…etc. The suggested technique in NTPI is that the 
missing data should be depended on the surrounding nearest three known points, Table (2). Figure (3) 
presents the procedure of data prediction for unknown cells.  
1- Step1: the elevation of cell (7,18) was estimated by using (Eqs. 1, 2, 3) depending upon the nearest tri 
points of known cells elevations (A2, A3, A4) and distances (d1, d1, d3). 
2- Step2: The elevation of the cell (6, 16) is estimated similarly depending upon the known nearest tri 
points elevations of (A2, A4, A3) and distances (d4, d5, d6). 
3- Step3: the nearest tri points known cells elevations of (A1, A2, and A3) and distances (d7, d8, d9) 
obtain the elevation of the cell (6, 13). 
4- Step4: The elevation of Cell (11, 11) similarly estimated by known nearest tri points (A5, A2, A1) and 
distances (d10, d11, d12). 
5- The procedure may be circulated for other cells of missing data within the domain of Fig. (3). 
Comment1: The calculation technique initially and simultaneously requires to delineate the 
single missing data cell and radially move to locate the nearest three known points which 
constantly essential for NTPI estimation. Then the previous steps of estimation (1 to 5) may be 
followed. 
Comment2: The IDW procedure mostly correct for interior interpolation but it is slightly untrue for 
exterior interpolation. This drawback is usually encountered in engineering practice. Whereas by the NTPI 
estimation, one can interpolate and extrapolate all missing data inside and outside the considered range.  
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Fig. (3) Estimation Procedure via NTPI Method 
Table (2) Sample of NTPI Cells Elevations Calculations 
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2.7 Earthly settings 
40 points were selected in the plotted area to measure their real elevations (measured elevations and 
then becomes an observed elevations) by levelling device. These elevations were used to calculate the 
differences between them and the elevations of the three methods, Table (3).  
Table (3) differences between 40 measured elevations and the elevations of three applied    
                             Methods at same cells                    (diff *=differences)   
NTPI IDW surfer 
Measured 
elevations 
NTPI diff *. IDW diff *. 
Surfer 
diff*. 
36.92561667 38.01833793 36.39 36.8 
0.125 
616674 
1.218337931 -0.41 
37.35786667 38.17408919 36.77 37.4 -0.042133333 0.774089189 -0.63 
37.07760993 38.02740435 35.68 37 0.077609926 1.027404347 -1.32 
38.35530086 38.48576655 39.429 38.4 -0.04469914 0.08576655 1.029 
38.59219725 38.59314306 37.82 38.57 0.02219725 0.023143055 -0.75 
38.89095592 38.57459078 41.12 38.8 0.090955918 -0.22540922 2.32 
39.91889803 39.19232886 41.77 40 -0.081101968 -0.807671137 1.77 
38.1489118 38.30968195 38.42 38.2 -0.051088202 0.109681946 0.22 
39.40563991 38.68460936 41.28 39.3 0.105639913 -0.615390642 1.98 
43.07156192 42.45850655 45 43 0.071561917 -0.541493446 2 
41.6264401 40.80294312 44.32 41.5 0.1264401 -0.697056885 2.82 
41.25913862 40.14547592 44.07 41.2 0.059138617 -1.054524083 2.87 
40.28895987 40.40621576 44.37 41.5 -1.211040128 -1.093784235 2.87 
42.18855962 42.82524695 45.12 42.05 0.13855962 0.775246948 3.07 
40.05229553 40.34336706 41.89 40 0.052295531 0.343367056 1.89 
38.1304969 38.5617905 38.81 38.2 -0.069503098 0.361790497 0.61 
35.38975946 37.15154531 36.25 35.28 0.109759457 1.87154531 0.97 
34.54722149 36.22557011 34.43 34.45 0.097221485 1.775570108 -0.02 
35.78337602 37.500008 34.98 36 -0.216623985 1.500008005 -1.02 
36.66666667 38.02740435 35.68 36.6 0.066666667 1.427404347 -0.92 
36.59365527 38.36668099 36.66 36.5 0.093655271 1.866680992 0.16 
40.91412857 41.18593576 42.82 41 -0.085871426 0.185935763 1.82 
39.86086957 40.17719632 40.79 40 -0.139130435 0.177196322 0.79 
39.42072538 39.73289063 39.12 39.5 -0.079274615 0.232890629 -0.38 
38.76505208 39.0367819 37.82 38.7 0.06505208 0.336781898 -0.88 
46.3928804 45.1 47.58 46.4 -0.007119597 -1.3 1.18 
44.69743239 43.15438241 47.01 44.5 0.197432393 -1.345617588 2.51 
44.24015328 42.277 46.69 44.2 0.04015328 -1.923 2.49 
43.88641961 42.077 46.73 43.5 0.386419607 -1.423 3.23 
45.12805797 42.418 47.21 45 0.128057974 -2.582 2.21 
46.49783341 45.39 48.14 46.3 0.197833406 -0.91 1.84 
48.54772244 50.077 49.44 48 0.547722435 2.077 1.44 
44.87180323 46.155 46.17 44.6 0.271803233 1.555 1.57 
40.55341503 41.488 42.67 40.2 0.353415026 1.288 2.47 
37.62268368 37.913 39.25 37.5 0.122683683 0.413 1.75 
35.17090025 35.257 36.14 35 0.170900246 0.257 1.14 
33.37727743 34.073 33.81 33.33 0.047277427 0.743 0.48 
33.45263455 34.55 32.87 33.3 0.15263455 1.25 -0.43 
34.29968273 35.548 33.4 34 0.299682734 1.548 -0.6 
35.10210146 36.805 34.04 35 0.102101464 1.805 -0.96 
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3. Results and Discussion 
IDW is usually used to extract missing levels in GW, which does not suffer a significant change in 
its levels [14], while the NTPI can be used to find the missing levels of GW as well as the ground surface 
and irregular surfaces because it depends on the nearest three points. 
The interpolated elevations of (257 cells) on the basis of IDW method and the known cells 
elevations (𝐴1 𝐴2 𝐴3 𝐴4 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐴5) are represented graphically in Fig. (4). whereas the obtained interpolated 
elevations by surfer on the bases of the same cells are shown in Fig. (5). The interpolated cells elevations of 
Table (2) and Fig. (6) were obtained by the NTPI method.  
 
 
Fig. (4) Topographic Map based on IDW elevations Results 
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Fig. (5) Topographic Map based on Surfer Values 
 
Fig. (6) Topographic Map based on NTPI Results 
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4. Statistical Evaluation 
The Average Error (AE) and Standard Deviation (SD) of Eqs. (4 and 5) were used to evaluate the 
three methods. The AE and SD were estimated by using 40 measured points within the area, Table (3). It is 
found that NTPI offered the minimum values of AE and SD as indicated in Table (4). 
Table (4) AE and SD results 
Method AE SD 
NTPI 0.057323 0.255239 
IDW 0.262747 1.182729 
Surfer 1.029475 1.697135 
 
5. Conclusions 
It is concluded that the NTPI method offers: - 
1- More topographic details and accurate results relevant to reality. 
2- Less AE and SD values to anonymous its priority. 
3- The best fit for both interpolation and extrapolation techniques. 
4- More accuracy in distribution of ground surface elevations. 
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